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THE INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF INDIA
(Set up by an Act of Parliament)
CONFIDENTIAL
SPEED POSTA.D.
Ref. No. PR 183/2014-DD1207120141DC147912016

14 FEB 7fl

CA. Nare9h'Kumar
507, 5t,J21oor, K-lU Tower
Seco,,2-23
Feç6ze Gandhi Market
dhiana -141001

Dear Sir,
Sub: In the matter of Complaint made by Niraj Sharma, Vice President, National Stock Exchange
Ltd., Mumbai, against you under Section 21 of the Chartered Accountants Act, 1949.
This has reference to the hearing in terms of Section 21B(3) of the Chartered Accountants Act,
1949 held in the matter by the Disciplinary Committee on 27th September, 2021 through Video
Conferencing.
Please find enclosed herewith a certified copy of the Order of the Disciplinary Committee dated
08/02/2022 in the aforesaid matter.
In terms of the aforesaid Order of the Disciplinary Committee, you are hereby directed to
deposit the fine of Rs.1,00,000/- (Rupees One Lakh only) within a period of 3 (three) months from the
date of receipt of this Order and in case
iled to pay the same as stipulated, the name of the
Respondent, be removed for addition period of 06 (Six) months. The amount may be sent by a
Demand Draft in favour of "The Secretary, The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India" payable at
New Delhi.
It may further be informed that a Notification for the removal of your name from the Register of
Members for a period of 06 (six) months (and in case of you failed to pay the fine, the removal period
will be 12 months) in terms of the punishment as contained in the aforesaid Order, would be issued
shortly. A separate communication to this effect along with the aforesaid Notification would also be sent
to you in due course.
In the meanwhile, you are requested to take note of the above Order and acknowledge receipt.

IftTT
(CA. AMITTHREJA)
3tJ E11/DEPUTY SECRETARY
31dI1-Ilç4-Icl P1lIQ1.1/DlSClPLINARY DIRECTORATE
1-i /TeI. No. : 011- 30210634, 618
E-mail: disc@icai.in

End: As above.
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4TF: (011) 3989 3990, 011-3021 0615, 618, 627, 631
ki: disc)icai.in; aii: http://www.icai.org

"ICAl Bhawan", 52-53-54, Institutional Area. Vishwas Nagar,
Shandara, Near Karkardooma Court, Delhi 110 032
Phone: (011)39893990,011-3021 0615, 618, 627, 631
Email: discicai.in ; Website: http://www.icai.org
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THE INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF INDIA
(Set up by an Act of Parliament)

C.C. :

1.

Vice esident

N. ional Spot Exchange Limited
Tower,
CTS No. 256/257

Suren Road, Chaka1a--- ----

-

----

Andheri (East)
M umbai

2.

-

400 093

-

alongwith the copy of Order of Disciplinary Committee

The Dpéctor (Discipline)
DisØlina ry Directorate, The ICAl,
Nv Delhi 110 002
: For Information please.
-

3.

Shri Rajesh Kupiar Bhalla,
Deputy Secr~ary,
ICAI Bhaw1Y', 52-53-54, Institutional Area,
Vishwa3AcJagar, Shandara,
Near 1rkardooma Court,
DelI3Y— 110 032

-

Alongwith a copy of Order of Disciplina,y Committee for placing in the

mep'lbership file of the said member, CA. Naresh Kuinar (M.No. 090860)

4.

Ms. ArutáSharma, Asstt. Secretary (Disciplinary Dte.):
aiongwith a copy of Order of Disciplinary Committee in
the above case for Volume printing purpose.
-
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"ICAl Bhawan", 52-53-54, Institutional Area. Vishwas Nagar,
Shandara, Near Karkardooma Court, Delhi —110032
Phone: (011)3989 3990, 011-3021 0615, 618, 627, 631
Email: discicai.in ; Website: http://www.icai.org
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CONFIDENTI L
DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE FBENCH — 1(2019-2020)1
jConstituted under Section 21 B of the Chartered Accountants Act, 19491
Findin • s under Rule 18 17 of the Chartered Accountants Procedure of Investi • ati • ns
of Professional and Other Misconduct and Conduct of Cases) Rules, 2007.
Ref. No. PR-I 83114-DD120711 31DC14791201 61
In the matter of:
Vice President
National Spot Exchange Limited
FT Tower,
CTS No. 256/257
Suren Road, Chakala,
Andheri (East)
Mumbai-400 093

Complainant
Versus

CA. Naresh Kumar
507, 5t1i Floor, K-i 0 Tower
Seco-22-23
Feroze Gandhi Market
Ludhiana — 141001

Respondent

MEMBERS PRESENT:
Shri Jugal Kishore Mohapatra, LAS.(Retd), Government Nominee & Presiding 0fficr
Ms. Rashmi Verma, LAS. (Retd.), Government Nominee,
CA. Babu Abraham Kallivayalil, Member
CA. Dayaniwas Sharma, Member
DATE OF FINAL HEARING

2t11.2019

PLACE OF FINAL HEARING

lCAI, NEW DELHI

PARTIES PRESENT:
Counsel for Complainant
Respondent
counsel for the Respondent
NSEL —Vs- Naresh Kumar (M.No.090860)

Dr. M.R. Venkatesh, Advocate along with
Assistants
CA. Naresh Kumar
CA. C.V. Sajan
4$
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Brief of the Disciplinary Proceedinqs:1. First of all, the Committee noted that the hearing in the instant matter was heard on 22'
22nd November, 2016, the Complainant was not present.
November, 2016. It is noted that on
The Respondent was present. The Respondent was put on oath. Since the Complainant was
not present, the office read out the charges against the Respondent. On being enquired from
the Respondent as to whether he pleads not guilty to the charges, the Responded opted to
defence his case and also decided to make his submissions. Thereafter, the Respondent
made his submission and the Committee also examined the Respondent. During--the hearing,
the Committee directed the Respondent to submit copy of ledger accounts relating to billing
and purchase made during the relevant year and copy of bank account for the relevant year.
29th August, 2019 was duly
2. The Committee noted that notice of next hearing fixed for
served on the Complainant and the Respondent. However, the said hearing was adjourned in
order to provide one more opportunity to the Complainant.
3. On the day of next hearing held in the matter on

17th October, 2019, the Committee noted

that the Counsel for the Complainant was present. The Respondent along with his Counsel
was present. Since the matter was heard on 22.11.2016, the Committee enquired from both
the parties present as to whether the hearing can be commenced from the stage as it was left
in hearing held on 22 November, 2016. Both the parties agreed to the same. Thereafter, the
Counsel for the Complainant made his contentions and the Counsel for the Respondent made
his submissions. The Committee also raised questions to the Counsel for the Complainant and
the Respondent. After hearing submissbns, the- Committee -diiected--the---Respondent to
provide copy of ledger accounts within 10 days of hearing. With this, the hearing in the matter
was adjourned.
4. On the day of final hearing held on

21st November, 2019, the Committee noted that the

Counsel for the Complainant and the Respondent along with their respective counsel(s) were
present. The Committee decided to continue the hearing from the stage as it was left in last
hearing. As per directions of the Committee, the Respondent submitted copy of his written
submissions and stated that he has submitted all the working papers that were available with
him. The Counsel for the Complainant stated that in view of the fact that he has just received
the submissions, he needs time to go through the same and make their submissions on the
NSEL—Vs-NareshKumar(M.No.090860)
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same. Thereafter, the Counsel for the Respondent made his submissions. The Counsel for he
Complainant also made his submissions on the charges. The Committee also raised questiens
to both the Counsel(s) for the Complainant and the Respondent. After hearing he
submissions, the Committee directed the Counsel for the Complainant to submit evidenc- I
submissions on the following within 7 days of the hearing:
i)

Confirm the authenticity of transactions carried out by the Company (as brought on
record by the Respondent),

ii)

What was the relevance of the Net Worth Certificate

iii)

By using the Net worth Certificate, what credit exposure was taken by the Company
The Committee also directed the Respondent to submit their submissions within .ne

week on receipt of the Complainant's submissions as per above directions. After hearing he
final submissions, the Committee decided to conclude the hearing in the above matter.
4.1 The Committee noted that the Complainant vide his letter dated 5' December, 2119
submitted his written contentions along with copy of ledger account of Lotus Refineries 'Vt.
Ltd. for July, 2012 to July, 2013, copy of audit report by US Gandhi & Co and copy of he
statement of Mr. Mulraj D. Gala given before SF10. The Respondent in reply to the afores;id
submissions of the Complainant submitted his written submissions dated 1st January, 2020.
CHARGE IN BRIEF AND FINDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE:5. The Respondent had issued certificate dated 29.10.2012 to Lotus Refineries Private Limi ed
(hereinafter referred to as the "LRPL I Company") certifying net worth of Rs. 2.68 crore as on
30.09.2012. The said Company was admitted as a member of the Complainant Company
_NS.L) and the particular limit was earmarked based on the certificates of net worth issued by
the Respondent. It was found that LRPL has defaulted for huge amount in dealing with he
NSEL. The Complainant alleged that the certificate of net worth certified and issued by he
Respondent certifying the net worth of the LRPL was not correct as the Company as
defaulted for the huge amount in dealing with the Complainant.
5.1 On perusal of the said certificate of Net Worth of the LRPL, it is noticed that he
computation of net worth was made as under:NSFI —Vs- Naresh Kumar (M,No.090860)
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Paid Up capital

0.25 Cr.

Add: Reserves and Surplus

2.43 Cr.

Less: Miscellaneous Expenditure
Total Net Worth

0.0046 Cr.
2.68 Cr.

5.2 In brief, it was alleged that above mentioned certificate issued by the Respondent was not
correct.
6. The Complainant during the course of hearing and through his written submissions made
the following contentions to substantiate the charges levelled against the Respondent:6.1 It is admitted fact that the Respondent has issued net worth certificate of the LRPL. The
Respondent in his certificate nowhere mentioned that his certificate is based on Provisional
Financial Statement issued by any other Chartered Accountant. The Complainant stated that
the main defence of the Respondent was that the financial default by the LRPL was not
because of the false net worth certificate issued by him but for other extraneous factors.
6.2 The Complainant stated that the following paras of the Guidance Notefor issuance of
certificate for special purpose merit consideration:i) Para 1.1 states that an audit report or certificate for special purpose is one to which
the format of general purpose audit report is not applicable.
ii) Para 2.1(c) states that audit reports or certificates for special purposes macbe
issued in connection with compliance with requirements of any agreement or statute
or regulation.
iii) Para4.1 states that a reporting auditor should have a clear understanding of the
scope nd nature of the terms of his assignment. It is desirable for him to obtain the
terms in writing to avoid any misunderstanding.
iv) Para 4.2 states that he should state his limitations clearly in the report or certificate.
At the same time, he should indicate the extent to which he has been able to exercise

NSEL —Vs- Naresh Kumar (M.No.090860)
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his own professional skill and judgement with regard to the matter being reported
upon.
v) Para 6.2 states that where a special purpose engagement is undertaken after the
statutory audit has been completed, a reporting auditor should invariably review the
statutory audit report to ascertain whether there are any matters which have a bearing
on his report or certificate.
6.3 The Complainant stated that their allegation is not based on the financial default by The
LRPL to the Complainant Company but on professional misconduct arising from gross
negligence of the Respondent in issuing a net worth certificate. The crux of the Respondent's
submissions is that the Commodity Exchange scam was in effect perpetrated by he
Complainant Company and the Complainant Company was asked to stop trading in
Commodities by the Forward Markets Commissions on 31st July, 2013 and the same led to he
Complainant Company defaulting in payments to its investors. This submissions by he
Respondent is without any basis and irrelevant to the extent proceedings.
6.4 The Complainant stated that the Respondent relied upon certain documents which ar at
best "Provisional" and cannot be relied upon in any circumstances. It is pertinent to note t at
neither the Companies Act, 1956 allows preparation and reliance on such "Provisio al
Financial Statements". Further, the Respondent failed to produce any document apart fr'm
few bank statements. There was no delay in filing the complaint against the Respondent. he
Respondent is expected to have all his working papers for seven years.
6.5 The Complainant stated that the Disciplinary Committee raised certain queries as under:
I) What is the relevance of net worth certificate with relation to the LRPL and NS L
and why does NSEL hold the certificate to be issued in gross negligence of
professional standards.
ii) How much exposure NSEL took on the basis of the net worth certificate & why?
6.5.1 In response to above first query, the Complainant stated that NSEL provided
electronic plafform for purchase and sale of commodities by the willing buyers and sellers .n
its exchange platform. The member was allowed to trade in specified commodities on
NSEL —Vs- Naresh Kumar (M.No.090860)
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exchange platform after taking into account several parameters, such as their background,
creditworthiness, area of operations, financial capacity, past track record etc. Net worth of the
Company was one of the important parameters to determine the member's creditworthiness
and financial capacity to allow him to continue to trade.
6.5.2 In respect of above second query, the Complainant stated that as an electronic plafform
for purchase and sale of commodities by the willing buyers and sellers, does not take any
exposure on its own, but allows its members to take exposure based on margin I collateral
deposited with the exchange, given its overall creditworthiness and financial capacity.
Therefore, though net-worth is not the only criteria to arrive at exposure of a member,
however, it is an important parameter to determine the creditworthiness and financial
capacity of a member to allow him to continue to trade.
6.6 The Complainant stated that forensic auditors appointed by EOW, Mumbai Police has
demonstrated the diversion of funds by the LRPL and have proved beyond doubt the fraud
could not have been committed but for the abetment of the Respondent by issuing false
certificates. The Complainant further stated that the statement of Mr. Mulraj D. Gala given
before the SF10 clearly establishes that there was no underlying basis upon which a said
certificate can be issued.
7. In respect of charge as mentioned above, the Respondent in his defence made his detailed
submissions through his written as well as verbal submissions made before the Disciplinary
Committee as under:7.1 The Respondent stated that the Complainant Company (NSEL) was asked to stop trading
in by the Forward Trading Commission (FMC) on 31st July, 2013. This led to NSEL defaulting
in payments to its investors. NSEL in turn attributed its failure to the default made by its
members who owed NSEL huge amount of money. The Company, LRPL was one of the
defaulters to the NSEL. The default by the Company was only because it did not have
resources at that point of time and that cannot have a meaning that the Company did not have
sufficient assets to meet its Commodities obligation even in the past also. Further, net worth of
a company does not guarantee fulfilment of payment obligation, because net worth is the net
of all assets and liabilities. 1
NSEL —Vs- Naresh Kumar (M.No.090860)
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7.2 The Respondent stated that the dues payable by the LRPL to the Complainant Comp. fly
(NSEL) was about Rs.252.00 Crores as per information available in public domain and t at
fact shows that the NSEL has permitted the Company to take exposure nearly 94 times of its
net worth of Rs.2.67 Crores which was certified by the Respondent as on 30.09.2012. The
said fact proves that the Complainant did not reply upon the net worth certificate of Rs.2 67
Crore issued by the Respondent. Had the net worth of the Company been the criterion or
granting the credit exposure, the Company, LRPL would not have been granted a cr:dit
exposure 100 times of the said net worth.
7.3 The Respondent stated that total current assets as on 30.09.2012 was Rs.12.99 Cro e.
The actual bank balance with UCO bank as on 30.09.2012 was Rs.4.61 crore and bala ce
with HDFC bank was Rs.4.85 crore. All these facts prove that the Company's net worth as on
30.09.2012 was represented by the real assets and there was no error or incorrectness in 'he
net worth certified by the Respondent.
7.4 The Respondent also stated that the Director (Discipline) raised suspicion on t e
genuineness of the figures related to sales and profit for the six months ended 30.09.2012. s
per audited accounts of the LRPL, Sales for the first six month of 2012-13 was Rs.821.I0
Crore. Therefore, there was no room to suspect the genuineness of the revenue numbers in
the Profit & loss account. The Director (Discipline) overlooked the fact that the Compa y
started trading on NSEL platform in 2012-13 which led to exponential increase in the volu e
of revenue as compared to the financial year 2011-12. Therefore, there was no case to
suspect the huge variation in revenue as wrongly concluded by the Director (Disciplin).
Similarly, the amount of net profit of Rs.2.42 crore earned during the first six months of 20 1213 was also an audited number and barely constituted 0.29% of the total turnover.
7.5 The Respondent stated that he had apart from relying upon a certificate or a balance sh:et
signed by other chartered accountant, also examined the trial balance, books of accounts a d
bank statements and found presence of more balances in the bank accounts that what was in
books of accounts. Apart from the share capital and reserve which constituted Rs.2.68 cro e,
there was an unsecured loan of Rs.7.86 crore from the promoters. These facts establish d
without any doubt that the networth of the Company was Rs.2.67 crore and was d ly
epresented by net assets of the Company. Hence, the Respondent stated that the instant
NSEL -.Vs- Naresh Kumar (M.No.O9O86O
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matter is not a case of not applying due diligence I gross negligence. On the contrary, from the
above fact, it is evident that he has exercised high degree of caution and professional care.
7.6 The Respondent stated that the Guidance Notes are recommendatory publication issued
by ICAl to facilitate CAs in discharging their professional duties. It is not clear as to what points
are being tried to establish by the Complainant by pointing the various paras of the Guidance
note. Further, the allegation that the net worth certificate was issued by relying upon the
provisional balance sheet was baseless as the provisional balance sheet was one among the
various evidences running about 315 pages filed by him with the ICAl.
7.7 The Respondent stated that from the extract taken from NSEL (Complainant Company)
records in the name of the Company (LRPL) discloses as under:-

30.09.2012

Margin with NSEL HDFC Delivery Obligation to Margin
account
Account Balance — Rs.
NSEL — Rs.
Operation credit Rs.
2.63 Crore
Nil
61.69 Crore

31.03.2013

15.65 Crore

38.07 Crore

143.96 Crore

Page Nos.

24, 26

40, 48

22-24, 25-26

7.8 The Respondent stated that from the table above, it was clear that net settlement to the
tune of Rs.61 .69 crore was routed through Margin account during six month ending 30.09.2012.
As against the current requirement of 5% margin for trading in commodity exchange, if it is
supposed that 7.5% was the average margin collected in 2012 considering occasional extra
margins dependent on trade volumes and products, margin settlement of Rs.61 .69 crore for six
months period upto 30.09.2012 leads to approximate turnover of Rs. 821.00 crore. This fact
removes any dOubt about the genuineness of the sale that was relied upon by the Respondent.
As the profit Rs.2.43 crore was barely 0.29% of the turnover which matches with market
benchmarks in case of stock / share commodity traders. Therefore, the accumulated amount in
reserve & surplus that contributed to the net worth of Rs.2.68 crores has been reasonable
explained from the documents filed by the Complainant itself.
7.9 As regard the statement of CA. Mulraj D. Gala, the Respondent stated that his statement
covers questions on audits of 2010-11 and 2011-12 only. There was no specific question about
the provisional financial statement as on 30.09.2012 attested by CA. Mulraj D. Gala. He was
asked as to whether he did the audit of LRPL for financial year 2012-13, to which he replied
NSEL —Vs- Naresh Kuniar (M.No090860)
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negatively. That fact does not in any way undermine the truth that the provisional accounts w-re
attested by him. Regardless of whether CA. Mulraj D. Gala attested the financials or not, he
reasonable accuracy of the numbers in the provisional financials has already been establis ed
with independent evidences.
7.10 The Respondent while concluding his submissions stated that no case of gross neglige ce
has been established in the instant matter as the net worth Rs. 2.68 crore as certified by im
primarily constitute net profit of Rs.2.43 crore earned from sales of Rs.821 crore which as
proven as accurate as described above.
8. After taking into accounts all the submissions made by the Complainant and the Respond-n
and documents on record, the Committee submits its findings as under:
9. It is noted that the main charge was that the Respondent who has issued a net worth
certificate for the Company (LRPL), was negligent in certifying the certificate of net worth. It as
alleged by the Complainant that net worth certificate issued by the Respondent was not corr;ct.
On perusal of the certificate, it is noted that the Respondent in his certificate mentioned as
under:"This is to certify that the net worth of MIs. Lotus Refineries Private Limited having its registe ed
office at 402, 4th Floor, Town Centre-Il, Opp. Times Square Building, Sakinaka, Andheri ),
Mumbai as on 30.09.2012 as per the statement of computation of even date annexed to this re . ort
is Rupees 268.27 lacs only.
We further certify that:
The computation of Net Worth, based on our scrutiny of the books of accounts, records nd
documents, is true and correct to the best of our knowledge and as per in formation provided to ur
satisfaction."
9.1 It is further noted that the Respondent computed net worth of LRPL as on 30th September,
2012 as under:Paid up Capital
Add: Reserve & Surplus
Less: Miscellaneous Expenditure
Total Net Worth
NSEL —Vs- Naresh Kumar (M.No.090860)
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9.2 From the facts on documents and submissions on record, it is observed that the main
defence of the Respondent was that apart from placing reliance on provisional balance sheet
signed by CA. Mulraj D. Gala, he also examined the trial balance, ledger account and bank
statement of the Company and hence, the provisional balance sheet was not the sole
documents on which he placed reliance before issuing the net worth certificate. In support of his
defence, the Respondent brought on record copy of the provisional balance sheet, bank
statements of the Company (LRPL), extract of share capital account, sundry debtors account,
sundry creditors accounts and details of advance given by the LRPL. The Respondent also
brought on record certain facts such as bank balance and current assets as on 30th September,
2012 was Rs.21.00 crore. In order to support his defence that his certificate was not primary
document based on which credit exposure was allowed by the NSEL to the LRPL, the
Respondent stated that there was huge difference between the net worth certified by him and
amount of default made by the LRPL. The default by the Company was 94 times of net worth
certified by him. In view of above facts brought on record by the Respondent, the Committee
agreed with the submissions of the Respondent that mere based on net worth certificate of the
Respondent, credit exposure of more than 94 times cannot be allowed. Moreover, the
Complainant also did not challenge the said fact in his final submissions and appears to be
agreed with the above submissions of the Respondent while making his final submissions on
the charges.
9.3 As regard the figures of paid up capital and reserve & surplus, it is noted that the
Complainant did not raise doubt on the amount of paid capital. However, it was alleged that the
Respondent relied upon unaudited figures of sales and did not mention the said fact in his
certificate. In this regard, the Respondent in his defence pointed out that as per credit
requirement, average credit margin of 7.5% was allowed to the LRPL and if balance of margin
is taken for calculation of traded volumes on NSEL, the same would amount to Rs.821 .00 crore
of turnover. The Respondent also pointed out that percentage of net profit matches with the
market benchmarks. Keeping in view all the facts on record, it is noted that net worth certificate
was issued on
October, 2012 for the net worth as on 30th September, 2012. Though
questions were raised on the amount of sale took place during the 6 months, yet the
Respondent brought on certain facts that he had examined ledger account and bank statement
part from placing reliance on the balance sheet. Further, a certificate is a written confirmation
NSEL —Vs- Naresh Kumar (M.No.090860)
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of the accuracy of the facts stated therein and does not involve any estimate or opinion. Wh na
CA issues a certificate, he is responsible for the factual accuracy of what is stated therein. he
Respondent brought on record that he has applied his mind as regard to verification of am

Unt

of sales.
9.3.1. However, from the documents on record, it appears that the Respondent had relied u 'on
unaudited figures and further, the financial statements certified by CA. Mulraj D. Gala cle:rly
indicates that it was provisional. Though the Respondent stated that it was audited finan ial
statement as it was subject to audit repot of CA. Mulraj D. Gala but he cannot bring on rec.rd
copy of audit report signed by CA. Mulraj D. Gala. The Committee noted that as per para 5( )(j)
of the afore-stéted Guidance note, where the statement on which CA is required to give his
report or certificate, includes some information which has not been audited, CA should cle. ny
indicate in his report or certificate the particulars of such information. Further, as per para 6. of
the Guidance note, if where the reporting auditor prepares his report or certificate on the bais
of duly audited general purpose financial statements he may take the following precautions:
(i)

He may clearly state in his report or certificate that the figures from he

audited general purpose financial statements have been used and relied upon.
(ii)

He may include in his report or certificate a statement showing t e

reconciliation between the figures in the general purpose financial statements a d
the figures appearing in his report or certificate.
It is viewed that in both the above conditions as to whether the financial statements was audit-d
or unaudited, the Respondent was required to mention the fact in his certificate but he appe.rs
to have failed to do so. Further, it is noted that net worth as certified by the Respondent as n
30th September, 2012 consist of paid up capital and reserve & surplus only. As per provisio al
balance sheet, amount of net profit was Rs.2.42 crore which was part of reserve & surplus as
mentioned in the net worth certificate of Rs.2.43 crore and the same fact clearly represents th
reserve & surplus was mainly made from net profit earned by the Company during the pen
01.04.212 to 30.09.2012. Since except the provisional financial statements of the Company,
other financial statement was brought on record by the Company, it has been observed that f
the figures of reserve & surplus or net profit, the Respondent relied upon the provision
financial statements. As per requirement of the guidance note, the Respondent was required
NSEL —Vs- Naresh Ktimar (M No 090860)
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mention his certificate that he relied upon unaudited financial statements so as to enable the
users of the same to decide the degree of reliance to be placed on the same.
9.4 It is noted that in respect of applicability of the Guidance notes, the Respondent in his
written submissions stated that the guidance note are not mandatory in nature and they are
recommendatory in nature. It is not necessary for a Chartered Accountant to follow the
requirement of the same where figures mentioned in the certificate represent that due care has
been exercised. In this regard, it is viewed that though Guidance Notes are generally
recommendatory in nature but a chartered accountant should ordinarily follow
recommendations in a guidance note relating to an auditing matter except where he is satisfied
that in the circumstances of the case, it may not be necessary to do so. But in the matter, the
Respondent failed to satisfy as to why he did not disclose information that net worth certificate
was substantially based on provisional financial statement. Hence, the Committee is of the view
that the Respondent failed to exercise due diligence in discharging his professional duties.
Thus, he is guilty of professional misconduct falling within the meaning of Clause (7) of Part I of
Second Schedule to the Chartered Accountants Act, 1949.
Conclusion:10. Thus in the considered opinion, the Respondent is GUILTY of Professional Misconduct
falling within the meaning of Clause (7) of Part I of Second Schedule to the Chartered
Accountants Act, 1949.
Sd!-

Sd!-

(SHRI JUGAL KISHORE MOHAPATRA, I.A.S.(RETDJ)
GOVERNMENT NOMINEE & PRESIDING OFFICER

(MS. RASHMI VERMA, I.A.S. (RETD.)
GOVERNMENT NOMINEE

Sd!(CA. BABU ABRAHAM KALLIVAYALIL)
MEMBER

DATE: 03rd February, 2020
PLACE: New Delhi
NSEL —Vs-- Naresh Kumar (M.No.O9O86O

Sd!(CA. DAYANIWAS SHARMA)
MEMBER
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ORDER UNDER SECTION 21B(3) OF THE CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS ACT, 1949 READ WITH RULE
19(1) OF THE CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS (PROCEDURE OF INVESTIGATION OF PROFESSIONAL
AND OTHER MISCONDUCT AND CONDUCT OF CASES) RULES, 2007.

In the matter of:
Niraj Sharma, Vice President, National Stock Exchange Ltd., Mumbai
-vS-

CA. Naresh Kumar (M.No.090860), Ludhiana
[PR 183/2014-DD/207/2014/DC/479/20161

Date of Order

: 27th September, 2021

MEMBERS PRESENT:
1.
2.
3.

CA. Nihar N Jambusaria, Presiding Officer,
Shri Arun Kumar, lAS (Retd.), Government Nominee,
CA. G. Sekar, Member,

1.

That vide report dated 03rd February, 2020, the Disciplinary Committee held CA. Naresh

Kumar (M.No.090860), Ludhiana (hereinafter referred to as the "Respondent") GUILTY of
professional Misconduct falling within the meaning of Clause (7) of Part I of Second Schedule to
the Chartered Accountants Act, 1949 as amended from time to time.
2.

That an action under Section 21B (3) of the Chartered Accountants (Amendment) Act, 2006

was contemplated against the Respondent thereby granting him an opportunity of being heard in
person and/or to make a written representation before the Committee on 27th September, 2021.

3.

At the outset, it was noted by the Committee that the Respondent appeared before it

through video conferencing for hearing. Thereafter, he gave a declaration that there was nobody
except him in room from where he was appearing and that he would neither record nor store the
proceedings of the Committee in any form.
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3.1 On being asked by the Committee, whether he had received the Findings of the Disciplinary
Committee, the Respondent confirmed to have received the same. Thereafter, the Committee
drew attention of the Respondent that the purpose of extant hearing was to afford him an
opportunity of hearing before passing any order for punishment. The Respondent, thereafter,
made his written submissions dated 20/09/2021 and as well as oral submissions in the matter.

3.2 Accordingly, hearing in the matter was concluded and the Committee kept its decision
reserved.

3.3 Thereafter this matter was placed in meeting held on 28th January 2022 for consideration of
the facts and arriving at a decision by the Committee. Keeping in view the facts and circumstances
of the case, material on record and submissions of the Respondent at the time of hearing, the
Committee passed its judgement.
4.

The Committee considered the facts of the case and various documents/submissions on

record with the findings of the earlier Committee holding the Respondent guilty of professional
misconduct.
4.1

The Respondent submitted that the net worth certificate issued by him to the Company is

correct and was based upon trial balance, ledger account and bank statement of the Company
and hence, the provisional balance sheet was not the sole documents on which he placed reliance
while issuing said net worth certificate

4.2. The Committee observed that the Respondent had relied upon unaudited figures and
further, the financial statements certified by CA. Mulraj D. Gala clearly indicates that these were
provisional. But Respondent no-where in said certificate mention this vital fact. Moreover, he fails
to bring on record audited financial statements of the Company.

V
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4.3 The Committee noted that as per Guidance Note for issuance of certificate for special purpose
para 5(2)0), where the statement on which CA is required to give his report or certificate, includes
some information which has not been audited, CA should clearly indicate in his report or certificate
the particulars of such information. Further, as per para 6.4 of the Guidance note, if where the
reporting auditor prepares his report or certificate based on duly audited general purpose
financial statements, he may take the following precautions:
(i) He may clearly state in his report or certificate that the figures from the audited general purpose
financial statements have been used and relied upon.
(ii) He may include in his report or certificate a statement showing the reconciliation between the
figures In the general-purpose financial statements and the figures appearIng In his report or
certificate.
4.4 In view of above, the Committee was of the view that in both the above conditions as to
whether the financial statements were audited or unaudited, the Respondent was required to
mention the fact in his certificate, but he appears to have failed to do so. Further, it is noted that
net worth as certified by the Respondent as on 30th September, 2012 consist of paid up capital
and reserve & surplus only. As per provisional balance sheet, amount of net profit was Rs.2.42
crore which was part of reserve & surplus as mentioned in the net worth certificate of Rs.2.43
crore and the same fact clearly represents that reserve & surplus was mainly made from net profit
earned by the Company during the period 01.04.212 to 30.09.2012. Since except the provisional
financial statements of the Company, no other financial statement was brought on record by the
Company, it has been observed that for the figures of reserve & surplus or net profit, the
Respondent relied upon the provisional financial statements. As per requirement of the guidance
note, the Respondent wasrequired to mention his certificate that he relied upon unaudited
financial statements so as to enable the users of the same to decide the degree of reliance to be
placed on the same.
4.5 Apart from above, it is viewed that though Guidance Notes are generally recommendatory in
nature, but a chartered accountant should ordinarily follow recommendations in a guidance note
CA. Naresh Kumar (M.No.090860), Ludhiana
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relating to an auditing matter except where he is satisfied that in the circumstances of the case, it
may not be necessary to do so. But in this matter, the Respondent failed to satisfy as to why he
did not disclose information that net worth certificate was substantially based on provisional
financial statement.

Accordingly, ends of justice can be met if reasonable punishment is given to him in
commensurate his above professional misconduct.

Thus, keeping in view the facts and circumstances of the case as aforesaid, the material

6.

on record, submissions of the Respondent before it, the Committee ordered that the name of
the Respondent be removed from register of members for a period of 06 (Six) months and a fine
of Rs. 1,00,000/- (Rupees One lakh Only) be levied on him that shall be payable within a period
of 3 months from the date of receipt of the Order and in case he failed to pay the same as
stipulated, the name of the Respondent, be removed for addition period of 06 (Six) months.

V

Sd/N
(CA. NIHAR JAMBUSARIA)
PRESIDING OFFICER

Sd/(CA. G. SEKAR)
MEMBER

Sd!(SHRI ARUN KUMAR, lAS (RETD.)
GOVERNMENT NOMINEE
Jig

DATE: 08/02/2022
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Secretary
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